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a few days later, magellan set out with his guards to find the two straw hats. finding them
hiding in a nearby cave, he and the others told them to come out so they could all fight. the
two were quickly captured by the few soldiers remaining, with one of them quickly setting up
a hydra and waiting for the other to attack. they then attacked luffy, with magellan's hydra

being repelled and luffy's gomu gomu no tsurugi being destroyed. luffy then told the others to
let them go, as he wanted to beat the hydra by himself. this caused the explosion of the hydra

and the other soldiers being paralyzed. bon then told him that he would not stop until luffy
was dead, so magellan told his guards to get rid of luffy. magellan then told his guards and

staff to prepare for the fight. they then saw luffy walking towards them, and bon attacked him
with his gomu gomu no gourmet, which caused luffy to run away. as luffy continued to run, he

was attacked by the other prisoners who had been waiting for this moment. luffy found the
city and jumped out of the hydra. he is told by a small boy that the hydra came from the east,

which is where he is. luffy asks where the fighting is, and the boy tells him that it is just the
other side of the island. he then tells luffy about a girl named vivi who lives in the city and

how she is a princess, and how the people are fighting over her. luffy learns about the hydra
and the gear and uses his new gomu gomu no stamp to travel to the city, which is in the west.
at the city, luffy lands on the ground and fights the pirates who follow him. he then sees a girl
named vivi. vivi, who is still recovering from the poison, runs out of the building. luffy follows
her, and they talk. he tells her he will help her, and she realizes he is the man who defeated

crocodile. he asks vivi if she knows how to escape the city, and she tells him that the only way
to do so is to go to the palace. they see marine officer tashigi, who luffy realizes has not been

to the city in three years, and he offers to help them escape. he tells vivi they can escape
through a tunnel if they go to the palace. he also tells vivi that king cobra is on their way to

the palace, and she is afraid of him. luffy states that they have no choice but to help cobra, so
they go to the palace.
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